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Item 8.01 Other Items.

On July 25, 2023, Phunware, Inc. (the “Company,” "we," "us," or "our") filed a lawsuit against UBS Securities, LLC alleging repeated manipulation of the Company’s
stock over a two-year period. Specifically, we have alleged that UBS engaged in a deceptive market manipulation tactic known as spoofing, in which UBS placed huge
quantities of sell orders to fool the market into devaluing the Company's stock so that it could then buy the Company's stock at a lower price. UBS then immediately cancelled
the sell orders, so it could reap profits at the expense of the Company and our investors. As a consequence, UBS artificially and negatively impacted the price of our stock in the
market, causing the Company to suffer significant losses when we sold shares at the manipulated and devalued prices.

The Company is supplementing the risk factors described under “Item 1A. Risk Factors” in its Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2022
(the “Form 10-K”) with the additional risk factor set forth below. This supplemental risk factor should be read in conjunction with the other risk factors described in the Form
10-K, which have been heightened by this additional risk factor.

Supplemental Risk Factor

Our Stock May Be Manipulated

We are concerned there may be ongoing manipulation of the market for our stock. We have filed a lawsuit alleging that UBS Securities, LLC has engaged in a
deceptive market manipulation tactic known as spoofing that caused a devaluation of our stock resulting in the Company sustaining losses as we sold at depressed prices. In the
event that UBS or other market participants engage in spoofing or other manipulative conduct the price of our stock may be negatively impacted.
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SIGNATURES
 

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned hereunto
duly authorized.

 

Dated: August 2, 2023 Phunware, Inc.
  
 By: /s/ Troy Reisner
 

 
Troy Reisner
Chief Financial Officer


